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To “Revelation Unveiled” Study Members:
This is a note to all those study partners downloading the “Revelation Unveiled” Bible Study.
The format in which this study was created was one to produce a study that was accessed in Adobe PDF.
Since this is a fixed document some questions have been sent to my email regarding margins being off on
every other page.
The reason for this is simple. It is designed to be printed on both sides of the paper. The odd pages will
be the front and the even numbered pages will be the back. If you purchase a 24# Bond paper this
shouldn’t present much of a problem. I did this to not only conserve paper but to reduce the number of
pages being placed in a notebook. This study when completed will be around 350 to 400 8½” x 11”
pages.
I set out using this material in my church producing the originals for my study members. They were asked
to secure 2” notebooks with a clear lining to place the title page inside the clear vinyl covering as well as
binder inserts for the backing edge of the notebook or binder edge (most of my members purchased their
notebooks at WalMart for a small price 2-3 dollars).
If you would like to have the study in one-sided format please email me at the above E-Mail address and
I will respond as soon as possible with the correct format. On my personal page I have place links to
Adobe as well as share-ware software available to convert the PDF format into Word format.
I sincerely hope that this study will be of use to you in understanding the latter days that we are all witnesses
of. This generation, the generation that bore witness to the rebirth of the nation of Israel in 1948, this
generation (you and I) will not pass until our blessed Saviour returns.
Sincerely
DC Jackson

